New Guidelines On U. Security RaiseQuestions
By ERIC JACOBS
Although the new U. security policy, which goes into effect on Monday, is designed to be a temporary measure to be phased out when a presidential task force is able to make recommendations, the expressed desire of President Martin Meyerson is to have the guidelines continued even after the task force has been abolished.

Meyerson has indicated in the past the desire to preserve at least a part of the information gathering potential of the security force.

As late as last May, following a series of revelations about the University's use of security, President Meyerson had stated, "I have not told anyone how much of the system is going to be left in place. I have not told anyone how the system is going to be used."

Meyerson is yet to express a formal opinion on the guidelines, or to state whether he will find them useful or not. While he said, "Like all of us, I would like to think that we would not be left with the undesirable."

The members of the task force which wrote the guidelines were succession of concerned faculty members who rejected any notion of preventive police activities. "These favorable strategic recommendations," The Committee on Police and Security continued its remarks, "were not considered by the guidelines finally agreed upon and released.

Secretary of the group, Publications Division Director Curtis Banks, has stated that the guidelines were written to protect the University's "capability to continue as a university." The task force itself voted to release a "fixed version of the policy statement.

The group said that "the task force would have used the guidelines in such areas as the use of emergency services, the dissemination of information to and from students, and the collection of information which could have prevented the controversy during the last two years in自在 Pennsylvania and in the subsequent findings of the Committee on Open Organizations.

In these areas, the guidelines appeared to be written "strictly" rather than "strictly," even the most important aspects of security's actions. It is possible that with the memory of last year's flare still fresh, the guidelines may change policy" (Continued on page 5).

History Professor's Unusual Work Promoted by Unusual Education

By MARIAH SHAO
"The most important word for this generation," said Painter, a fourth-year professor of history at the University, concerning the war in Vietnam, "is the word unusual."

"It was an unusual experience for me, a very unusual experience," she said. "It was a very unusual experience for me, a very unusual experience for me."

The college of general studies has had advanced summer courses in the arts since the idyllic era of the mid-1960's. But this year, in addition to the usual classes in the arts, a large number of courses in the humanities, including seminars and tutorials in international finance, "a course I think is very important," and a seminar on the history of music, "a course I think is very important," were added to the curriculum of the college.

"It's a fantastic class," said Painter, who has taught on the subject before. "It's a fantastic class. The course is very important, and I think it's very important." (Continued on page 5)

Medical Student Wounded On Campus Early Tuesday
By JAYNAGREGO
A University medical student was shot in the hand Tuesday at 2:00 A.M. while walking in front of Gimbel's. The student, who had been interested in surgery, was taken to the hospital, where he was treated for the wound, which had damaged a major artery in his hand.

The college of general studies has had advanced summer courses in the arts since the idyllic era of the mid-1960's. But this year, in addition to the usual classes in the arts, a large number of courses in the humanities, including seminars and tutorials in international finance, "a course I think is very important," and a seminar on the history of music, "a course I think is very important," were added to the curriculum of the college.

"It's a fantastic class," said Painter, who has taught on the subject before. "It's a fantastic class. The course is very important, and I think it's very important." (Continued on page 5)

Philadelphia Blackout Unlikely, According to Local Power Officials

By J. P. WIECZ
Officials at the Commonwealth Edison Co. say that they agree that the lights in Pennsylvania and northern Illinois will probably never go out--at least not for the next 10 years. The blackout which occurred in New York late last Saturday night, they point out, was caused by a series of three simultaneous lightning strikes to the power grid, which took out of commission one of the region's major generating units.

"it's a difficult situation," said one of the officials. "The situation is very difficult." (Continued on page 6)

Administrative Report Spurs Faculty Senate Resolution

By E.L. HARM
A report of the University's committee on communications research was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.

The report, along with a statement of the Senate Advisory Committee on communications research, was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.

The report states that the Senate Advisory Committee on communications research, "a committee which has never been formed," was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.

The report states that the Senate Advisory Committee on communications research, "a committee which has never been formed," was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.

The report states that the Senate Advisory Committee on communications research, "a committee which has never been formed," was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.

The report states that the Senate Advisory Committee on communications research, "a committee which has never been formed," was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.

The report states that the Senate Advisory Committee on communications research, "a committee which has never been formed," was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.

The report states that the Senate Advisory Committee on communications research, "a committee which has never been formed," was presented to the Senate at a special meeting scheduled for October 5.
Beginning the third week of September

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSES
Beginning and Advanced classes in SPANISH, GERMAN & FRENCH
Two evenings per week
$45 - I.H. Men Members and $65 - Non-Members
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE OF PHILADELPHIA
3701 CHESTNUT STREET
for further information, call EV7-5125
Cups & Saucers, Plates & Platters

By LINDA E. COHEN

Don't let the title of the new exhibit at the Women's Cultural Trust Gallery mislead you. Plates and Platters features not culinary delights but ceramic dishes. A collection of handcrafted plates and platters, the exhibit will delight the eye and please the palate.

The exhibit opens this Friday at the Women's Cultural Trust Gallery (located on the first floor of the Christian Association Building). The exhibit will be on display for two weeks, with a reception of tea for two women artists: Tracey and Margherita, on Friday, November 11 from 10-11:30 AM. 

These two artists represent the variety of work displayed in the exhibit. The collection is comprised of functional and decorative items, primarily platters and plates. The collection was donated to the gallery by Lands' End, Inc., a major manufacturer of women's clothing. The gallery would like to thank them for their support.

The exhibit will be available for viewing through November 25. Admission is free.

Rahsaan Roland Kirk

By SUSAN KAWALER

The Cherry Tree Folk Club is proving mat chopping down cherry trees is not as easy as it sounds. Don't let the title of the new exhibit at the Women's Cultural Trust Gallery mislead you. Plates and Platters features not culinary delights but ceramic dishes. A collection of handcrafted plates and platters, the exhibit will delight the eye and please the palate.

The Cherry Tree Folk Club offers an atmosphere that exists in commercial clubs. The atmosphere, to our way of thinking, is one of exploitation of musicians and music. People have to pay exorbitant prices to hear good music. The Cherry Tree has been sponsoring weekly concerts in St. Mary's Parish Hall (3916 Locust Walk) for the last couple of years. Most of the money that the club takes in at these performances goes to the performers. The Cherry Tree also supports a number of other groups, and is a place where the performers can have a good time.

Both concerts will begin at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $4 and must be purchased the evening of the performance.

The Cherry Tree Folk Club offers an atmosphere that exists in commercial clubs. The atmosphere, to our way of thinking, is one of exploitation of musicians and music. People have to pay exorbitant prices to hear good music. The Cherry Tree has been sponsoring weekly concerts in St. Mary's Parish Hall (3916 Locust Walk) for the last couple of years. Most of the money that the club takes in at these performances goes to the performers. The Cherry Tree also supports a number of other groups, and is a place where the performers can have a good time.

Both concerts will begin at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $4 and must be purchased the evening of the performance.
Daily News, and the Bulletin. While the Inquirer also maintains the most balanced news coverage in the city. It has done some very good stories on subjects at times (such as gay rights), but has also been criticized for its lack of investigative reporting. The paper aims for sensational coverage, and in order to help keep the readers interested, it employs a number of methods to achieve this goal.

Despite this major loss, the Bulletin's sports news is, on the other hand, rather thorough. But no more. The Inquirer, without a doubt, has been the definite leader. It has the most readers, and has covered the most events. As a service to its readers, it always gives the first word in breaking news. The Inquirer, being a morning paper, can report to its readers the next day about events that occurred the previous day.

The Bulletin's sports news is, on the other hand, rather thorough. But no more. The Inquirer, without a doubt, has been the definite leader. It has the most readers, and has covered the most events. As a service to its readers, it always gives the first word in breaking news. The Inquirer, being a morning paper, can report to its readers the next day about events that occurred the previous day.

Caveat Emptor
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Communications Major

Gross was previously a member of the communications major steering committee and is chairman of admissions in the graduate communications program. At this point, his goal as chairman of the major committee is, in his words, simply to "continue operation of the program as it has been in the past," despite the loss of Sol Worth.

French Riviera Chateau

Richard D. Lambert said in an article in the February 25, 1975 issue of the Almanac, the University's official newsletter.

The Clews, many of whom are University alumni, first consulted the University about the property in 1974. According to Murray, the castle cost the University nothing. According to Gaddis, it is possible for La Napoule to turn a profit, which would be returned to the chateau's endowment fund.

Indeed, the chateau's profit for the year ending October 31, 1976 totalled $1,049. While maintenance costs totalled $167,725 over the same period, contributions, income from the endowment, and tour receipts in excess of those costs yielded the small surplus.

During the summer, "the University entered into an arrangement with the trustees of the Foundation whereas some members of the University will become trustees of the Foundation," Gaddis said.

University President Martin Meyerson, Wharton School Donald Carroll and Gregorian were named by Gaddis as three of the trustees.

The chateau was renovated some years ago by Henry Clew's. The agreement stipulates that the University will retain the castle as a showcase for Clew's works.

Professor

(Continued from page 1)

residence, Painter grew up on Oakland, California and was graduated from the University of California at Berkeley. She received a masters in African history from UCLA. Last year she was on leave from the University while she took a Ph.D from Harvard. This fall, Painter teaches a seminar on black American social and intellectual history during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

ATTENTION

Student Blood Donor Club Members
(old and new)

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Thursday, Sept. 15th *
5:00P.M. Franklin Room Houston Hall
All Drive Chairmen- Please come at 4:30
* NOTE DATE CHANGE

Join the University of Pennsylvania Student Blood Donor Club

WANTED!

GRADUATE STUDENTS ON WORK STUDY

to Supervise gymnasiurn
Evenings & Weekends

Call Department of Recreation
243-8387 Or 243-6101
IMMEDIATELY

Contact Lens Specialist

Our Prices are Amazingly low

Dr. Leon Blumfield
124 W 73 St. 212-870-6900

WANTED!

to Interview anyone In co-ed living sit. (off-campus). Confidential. Send names, address, phone no. to Kealy, 124 W 79 St. NY. NY. 10024

For about four bucks, we’ll tell Mom you’re eating well.

You know how Mom worries about your eating habits at school. So come to ‘Ybukum’s. For about four bucks, more or less, we’ll give you a choice of two soups, a salad, a choice of seven entrees, a roll and butter. The selection changes daily. And when you’re finished, we’ll send a postcard home telling Mom you’re doing fine.

4002 Chestnut Street

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A DUTCH TREAT TONIGHT

AT DR. WATSON’S PUB
39th & Sansom Sts.

PRESENTING:

HEINEKEN ON TAP

AT VERY LOW PRICES FROM 7:00 PM.

SPECIAL DOOR PRIZES

BRING YOUR FRIENDS AND

GUZZLE THE GOOD STUFF
ENERGY

Perhaps the most important issue of our time

For a better understanding try one of these Energy Management and Policy courses:

ENERGY RESOURCES & TECHNOLOGY

EM&P 600, Sec. No. 25867. 6:30-9:30 P.M. Dr. C. N. Weygandt

Prereq. Permission of instructor. Open to juniors and seniors. An introduction to the basic concepts underlying energy availability and use. Intended especially for those with a minimal technical background.

APPLICATION OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT TO SYSTEMS

EM&P 602. Sec. No. 25872. Tues.-Thurs. 1:30-3:30 P.M. Dr. L. Eisenberg

Prereq. Permission of instructor. Open to juniors and seniors. An in-depth look at the problem-solving involved in the operation of energy systems. A large scale utility company provides the case study with numerous lectures from the energy industry.

For further information call Dr. L. Eisenberg, ext. 1507 or Dr. C. N. Weygandt, ext. 1571 or come to the office of the Graduate Group on Energy Management and Policy.

Guidelines

Rules mentioned in an earlier column are even more protective than they appear to be. Had the draft form somehow undoubtedly have been put into effect, it would serve to prevent such actions from recurring after the necessary lock-up in any nearby years.

The best advice, of course, is that policy statement is that there is now a comprehensive, sweeping security at the University.

Blackout

The blackout continued yesterday, though all systems are near-capacity. The campus has a power plant of its own, and it is now in full swing. The generator will be used to power amplifiers and other equipment for the post-game performance.

Why tomorrow’s professionals choose Hewlett-Packard’s first family of advanced calculators today.

They’re proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in 1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by millions worldwide, and they’ve passed.

They have staying power. Today’s classroom problems quickly grow into tomorrow’s on-the-job problems. HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.

They’re investments in a future that happens fast. HP calculators take the direct approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving keycode merging capability.

They’re versatile. Professionals design their own ways to solve their particular problems, and they expect their calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them.

There’s a variety. To say we offer a full line is an understatement. We offer a choice. That’s why we publish a unique "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities of each. Your HP dealer has your free copy.

(800) 648-4711.

HP-25C. Our NEW Programmable with Continuous Memory. $195.00


HP-27. Scientific Programmable. $450.00

A four-level, fully merged keypad brings unprecedented efficiency to our most powerful machine. Its large screen makes it possible to compare whole equations, allowing for wordless, direct, efficient editing and viewing.

HP-28C. Scientific Programmable. $80.00

This "viewing calculator" allows you to build custom programs with the full flexibility of computer language and to execute them at the touch of a button. It’s the direct approach to the world of computing.

HP-29C. Our NEW Financial/Scientific. $165.00

The most powerful pocket calculator available. With a variety of powerful features in a compact, easy-to-use package. It offers a full range of financial analysis, including projections, amortization, depreciation, and much more. It’s the direct approach to the world of computing.

On this page:

4040 Locust St./Philadelphia, PA/222-3358

Open daily 10am-5pm, Sunday 12-5

Urban Outfitters

If you're looking for a new look, come to Urban Outfitters. We have a wide variety of clothing, shoes, and accessories for both men and women.

For more information, call 222-3358.

Saturday, September 19, 1973

5 p.m. - 2 a.m. Sun.

BULL & BARREL

222-4550

We are a full-service restaurant with a wide variety of menu items to choose from. Whether you're looking for a quick lunch or a delicious dinner, we have something for everyone. Come and see why we're the go-to spot for local residents and visitors alike.

BULL & BARREL

222-4550
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news in brief

Compiled from United Press International

CONDUCTOR STOKOWSKI DIES-Leopold Stokowski, the stormy and colorful conductor who led the Philadelphia Symphony from 1912 to 1938, and conducted the world premiere of "The Emperor of Russia," died yesterday in a New York City hospital after an operation. Stokowski, 84, helped introduce modern composers to American audiences in his active career, which spanned more than 60 years.

FLOOD RANSACKS KANSAS: 700 housewives caused by an extra 22 inches of rain recently thrown through Kansas City Thursday night and today. Air for 35 families have ricocheted, and the flood forced the evacuation of thousands of persons and cut off electrical power to 25,000 customers.

POET ROBERT LOWELL DIES-Pulitzer prize-winning poet Robert Lowell, dead Monday night at the age of 60. Considered by many critics to be the premier poet of this generation, he was an outspoken pacifist who pioneered the so-called "confessional" style of poetry.

POET LAUREATE GRANT DIES-S. Foster Damon, poet laureate of New Mexico, died Thursday. Damon wrote more than 700 poems and was a member of the New York Group, a group of poets who worked in an abstract style.

KOREANS ALLOW PARK QUESTIONING IN KOREA—South Korea said yesterday it will not force millionaire businessman Tongsun Park to go to South Korea for questioning in the Capital Hill bribery scandal, but indicated it will not force him to go to South Korea for questioning in the Capital Hill bribery scandal.

LANCE CONTRASTS ATLANTA BANKING OFFICIAL—Federal Budget Director Bert Lance discussed a federal order damaging to his Georgia bank with a top regional banking official six months before President Carter was elected last year, according to evidence disclosed yesterday by the Senate Government Affairs Committee. This evidence contradicted testimony by Senator Hart, the Atlanta regional administrator of national banks.

BANKING CHIEF PLANS EARNINGS RISE—Donald Tarleton, the Atlanta regional administrator of national banks, said yesterday it will not force millionaire businessman Tongsun Park to go to South Korea for questioning in the Capital Hill bribery scandal, but indicated it will not force him to go to South Korea for questioning.

GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. This evidence contradicted testimony by Senator Hart, the Atlanta regional administrator of national banks.
Most employers think twice about hiring people with criminal records.

Phone fraud will result in a criminal record.

Think twice.

Bell of Pennsylvania

CAMPUS EVENTS

A notice to be placed in "Campus Events" must be submitted by 3 P.M. two days prior to the date it is to be published. Notices should be limited to 25 words. Notices will not be taken over the phone. No notices will be accepted for any event or service with an admissions charge or fee. We must impose a service with an admissions charge or fee. We must impose a

Penn Glee Club

International House

Penn Glee Club

We speak everyone's language

INFORMATIONal HOUSE

Penn Glee Club

450 students live at International House, 40% are Americans; the remaining 60% come from over 62 countries.

200-150 students from each continent are accepted every year. We welcome students from all over the world to our community.

Come Join The

CABARET

Penn Players

AUDITIONS:

WED. THURS. Sept. 14-15
6-11 P.M.
Harold Prince Theatre
Annenberg Center
INFO SHEETS RM. 520
ANNENBERG CENTER

International House has something for everyone.
Booters Win

(Continued from page 1)

Eler, who took a pass from Pete Mannino, just inside the penalty area, dribbled in, and beat Brennan to the far corner. Held rush. Bennett had the ball too far in front of his own goal, Tommy declined, and backed the penalty area. It was the second goal for the Quakers, the first for Eler. Eler was the only goal of the half, despite Pern's total of nine to the other team's two goals. What followed was a ten-minute midfield time. After that the action started with an assist from Pete Mannino just outside the penalty area, and a goal later in the game, was typically modest about his accomplishment. "It's not that important, I wanted to be part of a winning team, not just an award-winning team," observed assistant coach Ludwig. "It'll be tough deciding who's going to play." And Paul Ludwig, who fired it home. The Quakers never had a problem.

Newly minted co-captain. "I stated the 22-year old co-captain. "I figured that at that point in the game a couple of our stars, Black hawks and Trevor Palmer made the score 3-1, someone to take charge. And Paul Ludwig, who fired it home. The Quakers never had a problem.

The booters' other two goals were scored by freshman Victor Mandate and Nick Petrillo, who entered the game. Both goals came inside the 18-yard box, "especially when you consider that our subs played just as well as the starters," observed assistant coach Ludwig. "I'll be tough deciding who's going to play." And Paul Ludwig, who fired it home. The Quakers never had a problem.

But it's not that important, I want to be part of a winning team, not just an award-winning team," observed assistant coach Ludwig. "It'll be tough deciding who's going to play." And Paul Ludwig, who fired it home. The Quakers never had a problem.

What followed was a ten-minute midfield time. After that the action started with an assist from Pete Mannino just outside the penalty area, and a goal later in the game, was typically modest about his accomplishment. "It's not that important, I wanted to be part of a winning team, not just an award-winning team," observed assistant coach Ludwig. "It'll be tough deciding who's going to play." And Paul Ludwig, who fired it home. The Quakers never had a problem.

Within the half hour, Tommy got a pass from Pete Mannino, just inside the penalty area, dribbled in, and beat Brennan to the far corner. Held rush. Bennett had the ball too far in front of his own goal, Tommy declined, and backed the penalty area. It was the second goal for the Quakers, the first for Eler. Eler was the only goal of the half, despite Pern's total of nine to the other team's two goals. What followed was a ten-minute midfield time. After that the action started with an assist from Pete Mannino just outside the penalty area, and a goal later in the game, was typically modest about his accomplishment. "It's not that important, I wanted to be part of a winning team, not just an award-winning team," observed assistant coach Ludwig. "It'll be tough deciding who's going to play." And Paul Ludwig, who fired it home. The Quakers never had a problem.
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Red and Blue Grid Preview: The Secondary

**Veteran Backs Seal Solid Defense**

By ANDY ROSE

The Harvard defensive unit, which boasts a proven secondary of all-Ivy talent, will be a key to disposing of the scoring threats posed by the secondary grid. That will probably be the case this year also, as the Secondary Grid Preview suggests, that it will be difficult for the Crimson's 80-yard bomb and it's premature to think that the Secondary is a weak link in the defense. This year's Penn defensive backs are ready to do a lot more of the scoring defense and should make for an exciting debut for the Secondary Grid Preview.

**QuAKER Obers**

JOHN P. BEARDON, 1902

Harvard grad and former football manager has been given the head coaching assignment in the Secondary Defense. After a successful career as an assistant coach at Yale, Beardon has been a part of the Secondary Defense for six years now. He is a respected member of the Secondary Grid Preview and is expected to make an impact.

**Isom Boots Tigers' Hopes**

By CLAY SMITH

**EXTRA STRENGTH**

The secondary defense has a strong backbone in the form of Joe Reitzen and Tim Davenport. Joe Reitzen was a key member of the Secondary Defense last year and is expected to continue his strong performance. Tim Davenport, a senior who has been with the team for four years, is also a key player in the Secondary Defense.

**JOHNS Have Multi-Questions**

JOE TURTLE

The Secondary Defense has been asked to answer some tough questions this year. With the graduation of two key players, the Secondary Defense will have to step up and fill the void. Joe Reitzen and Tim Davenport will be counted on to lead the Secondary Defense and make some big plays.
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